
ALBUMS 2019



FOLIO FLUSHMOUNT

SIZE    COST  EXTRA SPREAD  COVER UPGRADE
8x8    £450   £15   £25
10x10   £550   £20   £30
12x12   £650   £25   £30

Included: 
• 15 spreads
• Art White paper
•	 Contemporary	leather,	Pastel	or	Bold	Fabric,	Essential	Cotton,	Photo		
 Fabric covers (upgrade available to vintage, eco leather or silk)
•	 Natural	cotton	bag
•	 Kraft	presentation	box

Max spreads: 30

Duplicate albums for parents available in 6x6 size from £150 for 15 spreads. 
This is always a direct copy of a larger album in a flushmount style with pastel or 
bold fabric or essential cotton covers only.

Folio	flushmount	albums	have	a	quality	matte	finish	on	fine	art,	archival-quality	paper	
that	will	last	a	lifetime	and	beyond.	Hand-bound	and	encased	in	a	choice	of	covers,	
they	open	out	flat	with	an	almost	invisible	crease,	so	each	image	is	on	full	view.	This	
gives	you	the	option	for	some	really	contemporary	layouts.	

Folio	albums	are	handmade	with	great	care	right	here	in	the	UK.	All	packaging	is	 
environmentally	friendly.



FOLIO MATTED
SIZE    COST  EXTRA SPREAD  COVER UPGRADE
8x8    £550   £20   £25
10x10   £650   £25   £30
12x12   £750   £30   £30

Included: 
• 15 spreads
• Art White paper
•	 Contemporary	leather,	Pastel	or	Bold	Fabric,	Essential	Cotton,	Photo		
 Fabric covers (upgrade available to vintage, eco leather or silk)
•	 Natural	cotton	bag
•	 Kraft	presentation	box

Max spreads: 30

Duplicate albums for parents available in 6x6 size from £150 for 15 spreads. 
This is always a direct copy of a larger album in a flushmount style with pastel or 
bold fabric or essential cotton covers only.

Folio	matted	albums	are	beautifully	handcrafted	with	photographs	being	set	beneath	
precision-cut	bevelled	mats,	rather	like	photographic	mounts.	There	are	a	range	of	
beautiful	leathers,	but	if	that’s	not	your	thing,	you	could	plump	for	silk	or	cotton	in	an	
array	of	colours.	Alternatively	there	is	a	photo	fabric	cover.	See	below	for	all	options.

Folio	albums	are	handmade	with	great	care	right	here	in	the	UK.	All	packaging	is	 
environmentally	friendly.



COVER OPTIONS 
(Included) 

1st row, from left: Nut Brown, Peony, Pewter Pillar Box, Plum, Porcelain
2nd row, from left: Regency Blue, Saddle, Airforce Blue, Blush, Dusk, Ebony
3rd row, from left: Graphite, Honey, Ivory, Jade, Latte, Mist

1st row, from left: Ketchup, Pebble, Peppermint, Spice, Woodland, Carbon
2nd row, from left: Denim, Hop

1st row, from left: Silver Moss, Sky, Tallow, Avacado, Candyfloss, Dove

1st row, from left: Jet, Midnight Blue, Mulberry, Mustard, Clover, Damson



 
Upgrade to Vintage / Eco Leather / Silk covers 

£25-30 to upgrade depending on the size of album

1st row, from left: Racing Green, Berry, Chocolate, Oak 1st row, from left: Grape, Lipstick, London Clay, Wedgewood, Almond, Coal

1st row, from left: Champagne, Frost White, Gold, Hot Pink, Peacock, Powder Blue
2nd row, from left: Storm, Aubergine



PERSONALISATION
(Included) 



PERSONALISATION 
£35 upgrade cost 



CHOOSING YOUR ALBUM
You have a 10 x 10 Flushmount album with 15 spreads and a debossed/printed cover 
included	in	your	package	worth	£550.	

1.	Decide	on	the	size	or	style	of	album	you	would	like	-	you	can	pay	extra	to	upgrade	to	a	
12x12	album	or	a	matted	album,	or	both.	

2.	Decide	on	the	cover	material	and	colour	-	Contemporary	leather,	pastel	or	bold	fabric,	
essential	cotton,	photo	fabric	covers	are	included	in	the	price	you’ve	paid.	You’d	pay	£30	
extra	to	upgrade	to	vintage	leather,	eco	leather	or	silk	covers.	

3.	You	can	also	choose	to	upgrade	to	other	ways	of	personalisation	other	than	debossing	or	
printing	your	names.	This	costs	£35.	Also,	do	tell	me	how	you’d	like	your	names	to	read	-	for	
example	‘Sarah	&	Matt’	or	‘Matt	&	Sarah’

50% of the upgrade costs will need to be paid when you send me your choices of photos and 
album,	the	remaining	50%	and	any	other	costs	for	extra	spreads/changes	will	be	due	after	the	
design	is	finalised.

CHOOSING YOUR PHOTOS (MAX 80)
1.	Go	to	your	online	gallery	via	the	link	you	received

2.	Click	on	each	photo	and	if	you	would	like	to	use	it	for	your	album	click	‘Add	to	Favourites’	
above the photo

3.	When	you	have	finished	choosing,	go	to	the	top	left	of	the	page	and	see	‘Favourites:	
My	Selection’	and	all	the	photos	will	have	been	saved	here	

4.	You	can	review	your	favourites	here,	remove	any	you	do	not	want	to	keep,	then	click	‘Send	
To…’	on	the	top	left	of	the	page	and	choose	‘Send	to	Photographer’

*If you leave the page your favourites will not be saved – if you need to do this over a few 
days	then	when	reviewing	the	photos	in	the	top	right	hand	side	there	is	a	Save	button.	You	
will	need	to	register	here.*

As a guide:
-	6	getting	ready	photos	(including	details	–	done	one	one	double	page	spread)
-	6	ceremony	shots	(done	over	two	double	page	spreads)
-	10	photos	after	the	ceremony
-	10	reception	photos	(including	details)
-	Group	photos	(as	many	as	you	like,	even	numbers	will	have	each	photo	given	equal	space,	
uneven	will	mean	a	couple	may	be	larger	than	others	to	fit	them	on	one	or	two	pages)
-	18	speech	photos	(done	on	one	double	page	spread	with	9/12	on	each)
-	1	first	dance	photo
-	4	couples	photos

WHAT THEN?
I	will	use	your	must-have	photos	to	design	your	album,	sometimes	adding	in	extra	
photos	to	make	the	design	work.	I	may	change	some	photos	for	the	black	and	white	
versions	if	I	feel	this	works	better	-	I	always	make	each	spread	the	same,	either	col-
our	or	black	and	white,	I	never	mix	as	it	does	look	strange.	However	I	am	happy	to	do	
whatever	you	would	like.		

Depending	on	the	size	of	album	and	layout	chosen	there	are	normally	about	60-80	
images	in	a	15	spread	(30	side),	12	x	12	album.	If	you	would	like	to	add	some	spreads	
to	increase	the	number	of	photos	this	is	no	problem.	There	is	an	extra	charge	per	
spread,	as	shown.	When	designing	I	will	only	design	to	the	15	spreads.	It	may	not	in-
clude	all	the	images	you’ve	chosen.

I will then send you the album design to check over, uploaded to a new gallery 
online.	If	you	would	like	to	change	an	image	then	let	me	know	by	commenting	
beneath	it.	If	you	would	like	to	add	more	spreads	to	fit	in	more	images	then	let	me	
know.

The	first	round	of	changes	are	included	in	the	cost	and	that	normally	
covers	all	the	changes	people	need.	Each	additional	round	of	changes	cost	£30	each.		

When	you	agree	you	are	happy	with	the	design	in	writing,	the	remaining	50%	cost	will	
be due, along with any other costs for extra spreads or changes and I will order the 
album.	No	changes	can	be	made	after	this.

The	album	then	takes	approximately	3–4	weeks	to	arrive.	I	can	have	the	album	
delivered	directly	to	you	free	of	charge	but	I	won’t	have	a	chance	to	view	it	before	it	
gets to you so you will need to let me know within 24 hours if there are any issues 
with	it.

PARENT ALBUMS
Parent	albums	can	be	organised.	The	6	x	6	album	is	a	direct	flushmount	copy	of	the	
larger	album	and	is	a	good	option	for	£150	for	15	spreads.

The	8	x	8	albums	are	a	more	popular	size	for	parents	as	they	can	be	designed	 
individually.	In	my	experience	parents	rarely	want	the	same	photos	as	their	children!

The	choices	are	made	in	exactly	the	same	way	but	do	bear	in	mind	that	the	8	x	8	size	
will	not	fit	in	as	many	photos.	They	can,	of	course,	choose	any	size	album	they	like.


